Cygnus 3D

Multi-Client Seismic Survey, Vulcan Sub-basin, Australia
Overview
The Cygnus XArray™ regional multi-client survey is being acquired in a number of phases across the Vulcan Sub-basin,
offshore North-West Shelf, Australia. The survey is designed to provide a basin-wide, high quality broadband 3D seismic
dataset to exploration and development companies over this proven hydrocarbon province. The first two phases of Cygnus
were completed in 2016, and Phase 3 North was completed in 2018. Acquisition of Phase 3 South has now commenced with
this latest phase covering the area south-east from the Puffin Field across the Skua, Swift and Montara development to the
open area of AC/19-8. This latest phase will be merged with previously acquired Cygnus data to provide a contiguous dataset
of over 7,000 sq km across the basin.
The main exploration targets in the Vulcan Sub-basin are sandstones in the Upper Triassic Challis and Nome Formations,
fluvio-deltaic sandstones of the Middle Jurassic Plover Formation, Oxfordian shoreface/barrier bar sandstones of the
Montara Formation, Tithonian submarine fans of the upper Vulcan Formation and submarine fans of the Upper Cretaceous
Puffin Formation. Plays occur in stratigraphic traps, pinchouts, unconformity truncations, tilted fault blocks, horst blocks and
anticlines.
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Survey Parameters
Historically, sub-optimal acquisition and processing strategies have not been able to address the geological and geophysical
challenges including the energy absorption and multiple issues caused by the thick Late Cretaceous-Tertiary carbonates.
To overcome these challenges, Polarcus has been acquiring the various Phases of the survey in the structural dip direction
using an XArray™ configuration of 10 x 112.5m x 8,100m with a 12.5m Triple Source shot interval and continuous recording,
delivering 33% improved cross line sampling without any interpolation.
The Cygnus data covers a number of areas currently on offer in the 2019 acreage release, and a number of areas which will
be offered in the 2020 release. Data covering many of these areas are available for viewing now, providing unprecedented
imaging, and highlighting previously unseen and untested prospectivity within the open acreage. As well as the open areas on
offer in the acreage releases, basin entry is also possible due to a number of currently active farm-in opportunities in AC/P57,
AC/P59, AC/P62 and AC/P63.
With existing production and infrastructure in place in this relatively shallow water area, this brownfields environment
provides exactly the kind of exploration which E&P companies are looking for. The recent gas and condensate discovery by
Shell’s Bratwurst well in AC/P64, an area previously considered as already fully explored, provides further indication of the
potential yet to find in this area which explorers can now investigate using the new state of the art data. Data processing is by
DownUnder GeoSolutions in Perth.

New PSDM data across the Swan Graben - Phase 3 North
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